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Abstract—This paper exhibits operating system and
performances of a novel single-mass 6-axis Inertial Measurement
Unit (IMU) using piezoelectric detection. The electronic
processing circuitry for the concurrent detection of linear and
angular motion is proposed. The IMU structure is based on the
use of 2 rings, connected with eight electrodes, implemented on
the top of a piezoelectric membrane used for both sense and
drive modes. The four inner electrodes are used for components
detection due to the direct piezoelectric effect, while the outer
electrodes are used to generate the drive mode due to the reverse
piezoelectric effect. Through finite element analysis, we show that
linear accelerations generate an offset voltage on the sensing
electrodes, while angular rates lead to a change in the amplitude
of the initial AC signal caused by the drive mode. The present
work represents an innovative design able to separate 6 motion
data from signals using only 4 electrodes. The specific electronic
circuitry for acceleration and angular rate data dissociation
shows a very efficient method for signal separation since no
leakage readout occurs in all six axes. Besides, other particular
interest is that under no circumstances, angular outputs disturb
or affect acceleration ones and vice versa. The evaluated
sensitivities are 364 mV/g and 65.5 mV/g for in-plane and out-ofplane linear accelerations, respectively. Similarly, angular rates
sensitivities are 2.59 mV/rad/s and 522 mV/rad/s.
Keywords—Inertial measurement unit; piezoelectric detection;
angular rate; linear acceleration; electronic circuitry

I.

Guillaume Agnus5

INTRODUCTION

Inertial sensors, including magnetometers, gyroscopes and
accelerometers are widely demanded in various fields such as
navigation, automotive industry, robotic and military domains
[1-4]. Commonly, each of these sensors has typically three
degrees of freedom to measure from the three-dimensional
surrounding space. Inertial measurement units (IMU) integrate
multiple miniature inertial sensors to obtain comprehensive

inertial parameters of the moving object, including the
attitude, position, and speed information [5]. This information
comes from the measure of rotational and linear inertial data
such as angular velocity and gravitational force. IMU devices
are highly independent and less susceptible to outside
interference with fast data updates and strong stability. These
devices are groundbreaking sensors that have been extensively
studied by various researchers [6-9]. The multi-axis motion
detection mechanisms rely on various sensing types. It can be
piezoelectric [10-11], thermal [12], capacitive [13],
piezoresistive [14], etc. However, piezoelectric inertial sensors
are being known to offer important advantages compared to
their counterparts. In fact, they can be used for wide range of
frequencies by offering a very large dynamic range. Indeed,
this type of inertial sensor is suitable for low amplitude shock
measurements providing a very low noise level [15].
Moreover, piezoelectric sensors are known by offering
reduced power consumption.
Many recent inertial sensors design allow to achieve linear
and/or angular accelerations measurements through a singlecore detecting element [16-18]. Tuning fork and disk
resonating structures are among the most successful singlecore devices [10, 16, 17]. The tuning fork resonator relies on
the piezoelectric effect for the drive mode excitation and uses
either piezoelectric or capacitive effect for the detection. The
tuning fork structure is known by its simplicity and easy
assembly with the associated electronic detection circuit.
Nevertheless, it presents a low sensitivity and uses indirect
method to measure the deflection especially the capacitance
detection [16]. The other structure is composed by a resonant
slotted disk supported by a central cylindrical post and
surrounded by capacitive electrodes used to force and sense
vibration. The resonator disk has the advantages of providing
high quality factor and thermal stability due to the low anchor
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loss, air damping effect (perfored disk) and thermo-elastic
dissipation [19]. Moreover, the symmetrical propriety of the
disk structure offers a high sensitivity [17, 20]. In addition, the
resonant disk devotes a large area of multiple drive and sense
electrodes so that it becomes easier to operate and measure
signals, using this structure, compared to other inertial sensors
[21].
Inertial measurement unit devices are widely used in
various applications due to the important information that it
can provide including acceleration and angular rate data of a
movable object. However, because of the use of two separated
blocks of sensors, one for accelerometer and other for angular
rate sensor, several limitations bound IMU development
which consist mainly in size, cost and energy consumption.
Therefore, IMUs are being restricted to relative bulk
applications and thus, although its importance, conventional
IMU devices become unsuitable to consumer applications
unless reducing devices size. In this frame, along this paper,
we detail the design performances of a 6-axis single-mass
piezoelectric inertial measurement unit using one single sensor
instead of two. Considering the significant advantages related
to resonant structures, we are proposing an emerging
mesoscale piezoelectric 6-DOF design capable to
simultaneously detect 3-axis angular rate and 3-axis
acceleration components, using a single-core detecting
element.
The proposed structure uses a cylindrical proof mass as an
oscillator, attached to the bottom center of an anchored
piezoelectric disk. This configuration can improve
performances due to the use of a great modal effective mass
compared to other resonator designs [10, 21]. The structure
uses piezoelectric effect to drive and sense the 6-DOF (Degree
of Freedom) which is an advantage compared to the tuning
fork and disk resonator structures, which generally detects
only angular motion components [17, 19]. Moreover, the
present design employs only four electrodes for driving the
seismic mass and four other ones for separating the 6-DOF
outputs. Finite Element Modeling (FEM) is used to simulate
the detection mechanism performances of both angular
velocity and linear acceleration on our proposed piezoelectric
design and we extract output signals of each inertial
component are extracted. FEM simulations are performed
using the COMSOL® Multiphysics software package.
Moreover, we are interested in the design of the conditioning
part of the detection system using Orcad-PSPICE software.
In this paper, a presentation of the studied IMU design and
its operation system will be firstly presented before going
through an analytical analysis of the system operation by
building the drive and sense mode equations. Then, numerical
investigation of both linear and angular rate detections will be
detailed. Results in terms of sensitivity will be compared with
other designs from literature. We are also interested in the
presentation of the separation electronic circuitry from which
signals relative to three-axis acceleration and three-axis
angular rate inputs will be faithfully identified.
The main objective of this work is to design a 6-axis
sensor with the corresponding electronic circuit able to
distinguish acceleration data from angular velocity ones, from

the same sensing electrodes. We consider signals extracted
from FEM simulations as input data for the development of
the electronic circuitry.
II. PRESENTATION OF THE IMU DESIGN AND ITS SYSTEM’S
OPERATION
The main advantage of the novel developed IMU sensor is
the simultaneous detection of the 6-DOF inertial motions
using a single seismic mass-based structure. The purpose and
the challenge of the present work is the analysis of the
mechanical IMU structure motion along with its
corresponding electronic circuitry capable to separate
acceleration from angular velocity data.
The proposed geometry of the 6-axis motion sensor is the
millimeter range. The sensitive element, i.e. the piezoelectric
membrane, is made of PZT material. It is basically formed by
an external ring, a medium ring and an internal disk which are
interconnected using attachments forming the sensitive part of
the IMU design (Fig. 1a). The used structure is inspired from a
6-DoF IMU design proposed by Okada et al. [10] and it has
been proved through previous works that our new proposed
IMU design offers better performances [22, 23].
The shape of the flexible piezoelectric membrane has been
carefully designed to generate maximum stress profiles in the
sensitive parts, on which electrodes are placed, when
subjected to any motions (linear accelerations and/or angular
rate rotations). This PZT layer is superimposed on a circular
diaphragm made of high precision Elinvar which is an alloy
that has low thermal expansivity and an elasticity modulus
virtually unaffected by changes in temperature. A proof mass
is used as an oscillator and is attached to the center of the
bottom conductive membrane (Fig. 1b).
The operating principle is based on two essential modes;
drive and sense modes. Drive mode is used to bring the
oscillator, i.e. the proof mass, into a rotational motion in the
x/y plane by applying an AC voltage with constant amplitude
on drive electrodes (D x1 , D x2 , D y1 and D y2 ) and sense mode is
used to readout and measure the output signals from sense
electrodes (S x1 , S x2 , S y1 and S y2 ). These drive and sense
electrodes have a width of 500 µm and are implemented on
the top of the piezoelectric membrane. Their locations have
been previously analyzed so that sense electrodes are
implemented at maximum induced stress positions [24].
Attachments where sense electrodes are implemented, are
designed to be tinier than those of drive electrodes in order to
avoid losses and collect the totality of charges for more
sensitivity.
The linear acceleration detection is accomplished based
principally on exploiting the direct piezoelectric effect
(Fig. 2). In fact, the applied acceleration is converted into a
mechanical force given by Newton’s second law (F=m.a).
Depending on its direction, the seismic mass will tilt contrarily
producing the maximum of deformation in the sensing
electrodes location. Thanks to the direct piezoelectric effect,
induced stress on the PZT membrane will be converted into an
output voltage proportional to the acceleration input. On the
other hand, angular rate detection employs the Coriolis effect
phenomenon. Indeed, when the sensor is subjected to an
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angular motion, a deviation in the motion path of the
oscillating mass arises due to the induced Coriolis force. Thus,
angular velocity measurement is fundamentally related to the
presence of a drive mode (primary permanent vibrating) and a
second mode called sense mode. Generated Coriolis force will
be orthogonal to both drive motion direction and rotation input
axis. Therefore, mass vibration amplitudes in the sense mode
are then proportional to the applied angular rates and coupled
to the drive vibration. Since the main preeminence of the
sensor is its ability to detect 6-DOF simultaneously, so the
block diagram in Fig. 2 combines the two detection principles
previously described.

III. ANALYTICAL ANALYSIS OF THE IMU DESIGN
In this section we are introducing an analytical
representation of the operation principle of the IMU design
through the establishment of drive and sense modes equations.
Indeed, as an angular rate sensor, for each axis detection,
the motion equation of the resonant sensor structure can be
described using a mass-spring-damping system with two
degrees of freedom as illustrated in Fig. 3. Each mode (Drive
& Sense) is then represented by a mass, m, a spring and a
damper. For each mode corresponds a stiffness k and a
damping factor η (Fig. 3). An analytical description of the
motion amplitude could be obtained by developing relations
between the model and system variables through ordinary
differential equations.
A. Drive Mode Equation
Based on the 1st fundamental principle of dynamics,
projection on drive mode direction (similarly for sense mode),
allows us to write:
𝑚𝑥̈ 𝑑 = 𝐹𝑑 − 𝜂𝑑 𝑥̇ 𝑑 − 𝑘𝑑 𝑥𝑑

(1)

where F d is the excitation force and x d is the
corresponding displacement.

When considering ω (𝜔𝑑2 =�𝑘𝑑 /𝑚), and Q (Q d =ω d m/η d )
that are, respectively, the natural frequency and the quality
factor of the two modes, “(1)” becomes as follows:
(a)

𝐹𝑑
𝑚

= 𝑥̈ 𝑑 +

𝜔𝑑
𝑄𝑑

𝑥̇ 𝑑 + 𝜔𝑑2 𝑥𝑑

(2)

By applying Laplace transform, it is possible to extract
drive mode displacement given by:
𝑥𝑑 = −𝑗

𝑄𝑑
2 𝐹𝑑
𝑚𝜔𝑑

(3)

We notice that the drive vibration is in phase quadrature
(90° phase shift) with the excitation force and the drive
vibration amplitude is presented as follows:

(b)
Fig. 1. Proposed Design of the New 6-Axis Inertial Sensor based on a Single
Proof-Mass (a) Top view Showing Drive and Sense Electrodes Arrangement,
and (b) Cross Sectional view.

𝑋𝑑 =

𝑄𝑑
2 𝐹𝑑
𝑚𝜔𝑑

(4)

Fig. 2. Block Diagram Describing the Simultaneous Sensing of Linear and
Angular Motion Principle (Acceleration Detection is based on Newton's
Second Law, While Angular Rate Detection is based Coriolis Effect).
Fig. 3. Modeling of the Vibrating Sensitive Element Operation: Each Mode
(Drive and Sense) is represented by a Mass-Spring-Damping System [25].
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B. Sense Mode Equation
As explained before, under drive oscillation, sense mode is
generated through the appearance of the Coriolis Effect along
a perpendicular axis to both drive mode and the angular rate
input direction. Thus, the equation of movement in the sense
mode will be:
𝑚𝑥̈ 𝑠 = −𝜂𝑠 𝑥̇ 𝑠 − 𝑘𝑠 𝑥𝑠 + 2𝑚Ω𝑥̇ 𝑑

(5)

When inserting the natural frequency and the quality factor
expressions relative to sense mode vibration, the sense mode
equation becomes:

2Ω𝑥̇ 𝑑 = 𝑥̈ 𝑠 +

𝜔𝑠
𝑄𝑠

𝑥̇ 𝑠 + 𝜔𝑠2 𝑥𝑠

(6)

After passing to frequency domain, the ratio between the
sense displacement x s and the input rotation, Ω is expressed
as:
𝑥𝑠
Ω

=

2𝑗𝜔𝑑 𝑥𝑑

2 �+𝑗
�𝜔𝑠2 −𝜔𝑑

(7)

(𝜔𝑠 𝜔𝑑 )
𝑄𝑠

We consider that drive and sense resonant frequencies of
the sensitive element are different (ω s -ω d ≠ 0) and the sense
mode quality factor is important. Therefore, the expression of
the sense vibration amplitude in function of the drive
displacement amplitude is given by:
𝑥𝑠 = 𝑗

2𝜔𝑑 Ω

2
𝜔𝑠2 −𝜔𝑑

𝑥𝑑

(8)

From “(8)”, we can conclude that the vibration of the
drive and sense mode are in quadrature. When considering
that sense and drive frequencies are too close to each other but
not equal, ω s ₋ ω d will be negligible compared to ω s . Thus,
“(8)” can be concluded as follow:
𝑋𝑠
Ω

= |𝜔

𝑋𝑑

The illustration of analytical equations that define the
sensor operation system has a great interest of understanding
the theories behind the sensor operation when dealing with
FEM simulations on a one hand. On another hand, this
analytical approach gives a deep insight to define a set of
principal parameters that influence the design. This will
considerably help to optimize the sensor performances that
will be exhibited in the next section.
IV. NUMERICAL INVESTIGATION OF THE 6-AXIS IMU
DESIGN
A. Drive Mode Generation
Drive mode consists in making the structure oscillate into
a circular trajectory in the x/y plane. This mode is chosen in
such a way that the proof mass undergoes an oscillation
motion in both x-axis and y-axis directions. This is achieved
by applying four AC voltage signals, having a phase shift of
90 deg, to the four drive electrodes. The choice of the drive
frequency is based on an Eigen frequency study that should be
performed firstly through a finite element simulation to figure
out the different structure normal modes. The two first inplane resonant frequencies were found to be 1481 Hz and
1481.1 Hz, respectively along x- and y-axes as shown in Figs.
4a and 4b. Indeed, symmetrical flexure is obviously present
along both x- and y-axis which produces the same modal
frequency of the design. The next modes, shown in Fig. 4c and
4d, are non-axisymmetric. The next out-of-plane mode along
z-axis, was found to be around 18 kHz (Fig. 4e). Mode 1 will
be the one used for successfully completing the proposed
configuration.
Total displacement (µm)

(9)

𝑠 −𝜔𝑑 |

The expression exhibited in “(9)” presents the mechanical
scale factor of the studied gyro-part of the 6-DOF motion
sensor expressed in (m/°/s) in terms of the drive mode
vibration amplitude. Using the same theory, the dynamic
response of the accelerometer is obtained in the frequency
domain as:
|𝑋|
𝐹

=

Total displacement (µm)

1

2 )2 +4𝜀2 𝜔 2 𝜔2
𝑚�(𝜔𝑠2 −𝜔𝑑
𝑠 𝑑

;𝜀=

𝜂

2√𝑘𝑚

(10)

Frequency=1481 Hz

Frequency=1481.1 Hz

(a)

(b)

Total displacement (µm) Total displacement (µm) Total displacement (µm)

where F is the applied force and ε is the damping ratio
term.
From “(9)”, we can conclude that in order to maximize the
scale factor of the studied motion sensor we have to maximize
the drive vibration amplitude. However, this is generally
limited by the maximum stress allowed by the material to
avoid structural damages. In addition, we can notice that the
frequency difference between drive and sense modes must be
minimized. Thus, we can conclude that in order to increase the
sensitivity of the sensor, the sensitive element must be
dimensioned with a manner that the resonance frequencies of
the two modes be very close to each other.

Frequency=10187 Hz
(c)

Frequency =10188 Hz
(d)

Frequency=18684 Hz
(e)

Fig. 4. Simulated (a) and (b) First in-Plane Modes of Vibration along x-Axis
and y-Axis, respectively; (c) and (d) Non-Axisymmetric Modes and (e) Out-of
Plane mode of Vibration along z-axis.
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along z-axis, the whole structure will undergo a vertical
displacement, therefore the voltage generated on the four
electrodes will have the same value and vary in the same
direction (+ or –). Hence, output signal is collected from the
sum of the four sense electrodes. Fig. 7b exhibits numerical
simulations in response to z-axis acceleration input with the
presentation of the resulted cross-axis signals showing a
sensitivity of 65.5 mV/g.

Fig. 5. x-, y- and z-Axis Proof Mass Displacement in response to a
Frequency Sweep.

Fig. 5 shows the displacement magnitude of the lower
median tip of the seismic mass as a function of a range of
excitation frequency, around the resonance, using FEM
simulations (under a drive amplitude voltage of 2 mV). In the
simulated range, z-axis displacement is found with a very low
magnitude that could be neglected, which confirm the proof
mass oscillation in the x/y plane. It is worth noting that the
chosen frequency of drive mode faithfully corresponds to this
pic value that is near to the first axisymmetric mode of both xand y-axis which leads to a maximum proof mass
displacement while using the minimum supply voltage.

(a)

B. Mechanism of 6-DOF Detection
This section is to illustrate FEM simulation results of the
studied IMU design. An investigation of signals output nature
relative to linear and angular motion detection is evaluated.
Also, the sensor footprint and its operating performances are
extracted to be compared with other designs from literature.
C. Linear Acceleration
The analysis of voltage outputs relative to acceleration
inputs is performed using a temporal FEM study [26]. The
latter should be realized in practical conditions, since the
structure should be permanently biased with drive voltage
signals in order to be able to measure the angular velocity
once applied. Upon an x-axis acceleration input, the electrical
potential generated in two aligned electrodes will be opposite
since one will undergo a compression and the other a
dilatation. Hence, the harvested voltage is maximized by
differentiating between potentials in Sx1 and Sx2 electrodes.
FEM results show that the output signals, when drive mode is
ongoing, give a DC offset shift proportional to the experienced
acceleration superimposed to the AC signal corresponding to
the drive mode reference signal (Fig. 6a). Thus, a conditioning
circuitry is needed to eliminate the permanent AC signal
generated by the drive mode. Processed signals offset relative
to x-axis acceleration input is depicted in Fig. 6b showing a
sensitivity of 364 mV/g. Similarly, for y-axis acceleration,
output signals are obtained by using a differential potential
between Sy1 and Sy2. Since the design represents a radial (or
rotational) symmetry around z-axis, y-axis acceleration
generates the same output voltages values as found with the
application of x-axis acceleration inputs. For an acceleration

(b)
Fig. 6. FEM Simulation Result of Output Voltage (S x1 -S x2 ) in response to xAxis Linear Acceleration Input under (a) Drive Mode and (b) Static Study.

Fig. 7. FEM Simulation Result of Output Voltage in response to y- and zAxis Linear Acceleration Input showing a Good Cross-Axis Sensitivity.
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D. Linear Cross-Axis Sensitivity
Cross-axis sensitivity in accelerometers is considered as an
essential property especially for high performance
applications. It is defined as:
_ Sens
Cross
=

Sc21 + Sc22
×100%
S

that will also be combined with x-axis angular input (F cy =2 m
v z Ω x ). Consequently, the seismic mass will then undergo a
significant additional oscillation stretched in the y-direction
that will be manifested in an elliptical curve oscillation instead
of a perfect circular trajectory.

(11)
-5

x 10

where S is the measured sensitivity in the considered
direction and S c1 and S c2 are the measured sensitivities in the
two other cross-axis directions.

4
2

z [nm]

The proposed novel design presents an excellent
characteristic in term of cross-axis sensitivity; the structure
gives 0.05% as cross-axis sensitivity for transversal axes and
0.02% for z-axis. Thus, it is efficiently ensured that the fact of
detecting the acceleration motion in a principal axis will not
affect the other axes. This crucial property is obtained thanks
to the highly symmetrical structure of the model that can
significantly restrain the cross-axis sensitivity without
affecting the sensor sensitivity making the proposed design a
highly performance inertial sensor.

6

-2
-4
-6
2
1

(12)

Drive mode

2

Ω y Input

1

0

E. Angular Rate
When the sensor is subjected to an angular motion, Ω, a
Coriolis force, F c , will be generated as given by:
�⃗
���⃗
𝐹𝑐 = 2𝑚𝑣⃗ × �Ω

0

Ω x Input
y [nm]

0

-1

-1
-2

-2

x [nm]

Fig. 8. Illustration of the Proof Mass Trajectory under Drive mode and in
response to x- and y-axis Angular Rate Input.

where m is the proof-mass mass, and v is the applied
velocity component of the oscillator (displacement derivative
included as well in x/y-plane due to the drive mode). When a
longitudinal angular rate input acts (Ω x or Ω y ), two
components of Coriolis force are generated since z-axis is
perpendicular to the x/y oscillation plane. So, both x-and yaxis angular velocity will be detected by the production of
Coriolis force along z-axis, as:
𝐹𝑐𝑧 = −2𝑚𝑣𝑦 Ω𝑥
𝐹𝑐𝑧 = 2𝑚𝑣𝑥 Ω𝑦

(13)
(14)

Thus, in presence of a longitudinal angular rotation, the
planar circular oscillation trajectory of the proof mass will be
perturbed instantly due to the sinusoidal Coriolis force along
z-axis. In fact, an oscillation along z-axis will be added, and
therefore, the oscillation plane will have a well-defined
inclination with respect to the initial horizontal x/y-plane (Fig
8). Hence, this inclination induces a change in the amplitude
of the generated AC signal compared to that from the drive
mode. In response to Ω x , the difference in amplitudes between
drive and sense signals recovered from the sense electrodes
placed in y-direction (S y1 -S y2 ) will be significantly higher
(Fig. 9a) than the one recovered from electrodes along x-axis
(S x1 -S x2 ) as depicted in Fig. 9b. This means that Ω x readout
will occur only from S y electrodes, and inversely for Ω y . This
fact leads to good cross-axis sensitivities in both x- and y-axis.
In practice, total voltage is measured from the summation of
potential difference between x-sense electrodes (S x1 -S x2 ) and
y-sense electrodes (S y1 -S y2 ). Besides, for x-axis angular input,
we must pay attention to the presence of y-axis component of
the Coriolis force. This latter will be produced due to the
presence of z-axis velocity (even with an extremely low value)

(a)

(b)
Fig. 9. Output Voltages Obtained in response to an x-axis Angular Rate
from (a) S y1 – S y2 , and (b) S x1 – S x2 .
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When a z-axis angular rate input acts on the sensor, two
components of Coriolis force are generated, and the oscillating
sensor will be disturbed by a supplementary vibration in the xor y-axis directions due to the generation of Coriolis effect
exhibited by:
𝐹𝑐𝑥 = 2𝑚𝑣𝑦 Ω𝑧

(15)

𝐹𝑐𝑦 = 2𝑚𝑣𝑥 Ω𝑧

(16)

Using FEM simulation results, we can extract the sensor
response under Ω z input through the evaluation of the effect of
Coriolis force produced in both x- and y-directions.

In our proposed design, for both linear and angular inputs,
voltage output signals will be collected from the four sense
electrodes. Changes in every electrode for each input case
(linear and angular motions) are illustrated in Table III.
This illustration will help to design the circuitry of
separation of the 6-DOF from the IMU and ensure the
concurrent detection. It is worth noting that the drive mode
will induce an initial voltage on sense electrodes with an
amplitude ‘A’. ‘φ’ denotes the phase of the signal and ‘ofs’ is
the offset value of the signal.

Consequently, the diameter of the circular oscillation
trajectory of the seismic mass will either increase or decrease
(Fig. 10). Therefore, the amplitude of the sinusoidal
component of all sense electrodes will either increase or
decrease, depending on the direction of the angular rotation.

1

z [nm]

0.5

In Fig. 11 output voltages versus time are extracted from
the potential difference between Sx and Sy electrodes showing
an equal amplitude value. Minimum and maximum angular
rate values that the proposed sensor can linearly read in
transversal and longitudinal axes are respectively ± 2000 rad/s
and ± 5 rad/s. Angular rate sensitivities are numerically
evaluated in all three-dimensional axes and are listed in Table
I.

0

-0.5

-1
2
1

2

y [nm]

F. Discussion, Design Footprint and Comparison with other
Designs from Literature
Detailed performances and characteristics of the novel
IMU design and other piezoelectric inertial sensor designs
from literature are illustrated in Table I. In term of linear
acceleration detection, results reveal that the new proposed
design allows a higher sensitivity compared to other
accelerometer designs reported in [27, 28].

TABLE I.

0
-1
-2

-2

x [nm]

Fig. 10. Illustration of the Proof Mass Trajectory under Drive Mode and in
response to z-axis Angular Rate Input.

For angular rate sensing, our proposed structure gives
considerable sensitivity value especially when compared with
Chang et al. [29]. Besides, among the reported works, the
novel IMU design exhibits the highest angular rate sensitivity
along z-axis.
Main specifications of the developed IMU design are
summarized in Table II as sensor footprint.

1

Drive
0 mode
Ω z Input
-1

(a)

(b)

Fig. 11. Output Voltage Measured in response to z-axis Angular Rate Input
from (a) S x1 – S x2 and (b) S y1 – S y2 .

CHARACTERISTICS AND PERFORMANCES IN TERM OF ACCELERATION AND ANGULAR RATE DETECTION BY THE PROPOSED DESIGN AND OTHER
PIEZOELECTRIC DESIGNS REPORTED FROM LITERATURE
Sensitivity

Design

Dimensions scale

Piezo-electric
Material

Acceleration

Angular rate
Az
65.5
mV/g

Ωx & Ωy
2.59
mV/rad//s

Novel IMU

Mesoscale

PZT

Wang et al. [27]

MEMS

ZnO

Ax & Ay
364
mV/g
16.3 mV/g

Shen et al. [28]

MEMS

PLZT

31.15 mV/g

Chang et al. [29]

Mesoscale

PZT

1.82 µV/deg/s

Fujii et al. [30]

MEMS

PZT

25 mV/deg/s

Parent et al. [31]

Mesoscale

PZT

Okada et al. [10]

Mesoscale

PZT

300 mV/g

LV et al. [32]

Mesoscale

Quartz

0.695 pC/m/s²

Ωz
522
mV/rad/s

3 mV/deg/s
2.5 mV/deg/sec
0.423 pC/m/s²

0.028 pC/rad/s²

0.023 pC/rad/s²
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TABLE II.

NOVEL IMU DESIGN FOOTPRINT

Concurrent 6-DOF detection Linear acceleration and angular rate sensing
High sensitivity Up to 522 mV/rad/s
Very low cross-axis sensitivity Up to 0.02 %
IMU based on a single-core design instead of two sensors
TABLE III.

OUTPUTS IN ALL SENSE ELECTRODES IN RESPONSE TO A POSITIVE INPUT RELATIVE TO ALL 6-DOF INPUTS

S x1

S x2

Amp

φ

ofs

Amp

S y1
φ

ofs

Amp

S y2
φ

ofs

Amp

φ

ofs

A

π

0

A

0

0

A

-π/2

0

A

π/2

0

Ax

A

π

-

A

0

+

A

-π/2

0

A

π/2

0

Ay

A

π

0

A

0

0

A

-π/2

-

A

π/2

+

Az

A

π

+

A

0

+

A

-π/2

+

A

π/2

+

Ωx

A

π

0

A

0

0

A↑

-π/2

0

A↑

π/2

0

Ωy

A↑

π

0

A↑

0

0

A

-π/2

0

A

π/2

0

Ωz

A↑

π

0

A↑

0

0

A↑

-π/2

0

A↑

π/2

0

V. 6-DOF SEPARATION CIRCUITRY
In the presence of acceleration or angular velocity
components, initial voltage from drive voltage will be
superimposed to the sensing signals on the same sense
electrodes. The main function of the developed IMU sensor is
to deal with linear and angular motion concurrently, using a
single resonant structure. Hence, the challenge consists mainly
in the differentiation of the linear and angular measured
outputs from only four electrodes in order to be able to
identify the nature and magnitude of the applied input. The
used processing signal bloc diagram, operating on sensing
electrodes is exhibited in Fig. 12, and signal evolution on the
used sense electrodes combinations for 6-DOF inputs, are
illustrated in Table IV. Basically, any accelerations will
change the offset of the signals in the electrodes, while the
angular accelerations will change the drive mode amplitude of
the sinusoidal signals.
The separation circuitry proposed for linear acceleration
detection from the four electrodes is given in Fig. 13. The
principle is based on the detection of the signal offset,
proportional to the acceleration input, which is the key data to
differentiate between signals coming from angular or linear
inputs. For x-and y-axis linear acceleration, a differential
operational is used to generate S x (=S x1 –S x2 ) and S y (=S y1 S y2 ) based on signals collected from the four electrodes. For zaxis acceleration, a summing amplifier is used to generate
S x1 +S x2 +S y1 +S y2 . The acceleration detection circuit has the
role to eliminate the AC drive signal and keep only the offset
voltage. Both Signals from amplifiers are passed initially
through a low pass filter with a cut-off frequency much lower
than the sinusoidal drive frequency (i.e. 1471.5 Hz). The low
pass filter is used to keep only the offset value of the signal.
Lastly, the detected signal is passed through a voltage follower
for impedance matching and for preventing loading effect
[27]. The overall transfer function of the x-and y-axis
acceleration detection circuit is given by:


1
 R2  
H ( jw) = 


 R1   1 + jR3C1ω 

(16)

The output signal will be divided to be integrated into the
acceleration detection circuit and the angular rate detection
circuit. The angular rate detection circuit is divided into two
stages. In the first stage, shown in Fig. 13, a coupling
capacitor is used to eliminate the DC offset from S x /S y
signals. Next, a differential amplifier serves to remove the
permanent AC signal, belonging to the drive mode, from the
output signal provided by S x1 /S y1 . Then, a peak detection
circuit is used to store the positive peak amplitude of the
difference signal. The peak detector uses an operational
amplifier connected in series with diode and a capacitor (Fig.
13). It is worth remembering that the initial voltage depends
only on the drive input signal amplitude, so a calibration step
is needed at the outset. Hence the output signal represents a
DC voltage proportional to the angular rate input recorded in
S x /S y electrode. The proposed circuit depicted in Fig. 13 is
useful for differentiating an acceleration data from an angular
one as illustrated in Fig. 14. To identify which angular rate
input (i.e. Ω x , Ω y or Ω z ) represents this information, a second
stage needs to be added.

Fig. 12. Bloc Diagram of Signal Separation Circuit between the 6-DOF
Inputs.
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TABLE IV.

OUTPUTS IN ALL SENSE ELECTRODES IN RESPONSE TO A POSITIVE INPUT RELATIVE TO ALL 6-DOF INPUTS.

S x1 - S x2

S y1 -S y2

Amp

φ

ofs

Amp

Ax

B

π

Zero signal

Ay

Zero signal

↗

Az

Zero signal

Ωx

B

π

0

Ωy

B↑

π

Ωz

B↑

π

S x1 + S x2 + S x1 + S x2
φ
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Amp

φ

ofs

Zero signal
-π/2

↗

Zero signal
C

π

B↑

- π/2

0

C↑

π

↗

0

B

- π/2

0

C↑

π

0

0

B↑

- π/2

0

Zero signal

B
Zero signal

0

are collected from Ω (Sx1-Sx2) and Ω (Sy1-Sy2) outputs, the input of
each demultiplexer is transmitted to the ‘Y1’ pin. Then, by
using a non-inverting summing amplifier followed by a buffer,
the output voltage corresponding to Ω z is faithfully gathered
from the two demultiplexers. In the opposite case (Ω (Sx1-Sx2)
and Ω (Sy1-Sy2) are different), Ω (Sx1-Sx2) and Ω (Sy1-Sy2) data are
transmitted to ‘Y0’ pin of each demultiplexer, and the signal
will refer to either Ω x or Ω y angular rate depending on which
signal is non-zero as explained before. The block diagram and
simulation results of the proposed circuit are respectively
depicted in Fig. 15 and Fig. 16.

Fig. 13. Diagram of the Simultaneous Detection Circuit of Linear
Acceleration and Angular Velocity Signals.

The used circuit for angular rate dissociation represents a
very efficient method for signal separation since no leakage of
angular rate readout occurs in all three axes. This fact makes
the proposed 6-DOF IMU design a highly performed sensor
showing practically no cross-axis in all 6-axis. Other
particular interest is that under no circumstances, angular
outputs disturb or affect acceleration ones and vice versa. This
fact is ensured thanks to the use of the specific electronic
circuitry. Further works can shed light on the study of a selfexciting drive mode circuit in order to ensure perfect
oscillation conditions.

Fig. 14. Output Signals Collected from VA x Output upon an x-axis Linear
Acceleration of 5g, and from Ω(S x1 -S x2 ) Output upon an Angular Velocity of
2000 rad/s.

Outputs relative to x-, y-, and z-axis angular rates are
recognized based on the data collected simultaneously from
Ω (Sx1-Sx2) and Ω (Sy1-Sy2) outputs. Indeed, as depicted in Table
IV, Ω z is detected only if the same data are collected in both
outputs Ω (Sx1-Sx2) and Ω (Sy1-Sy2) . Whereas, Ω x is detected when
considering only a change in Ω (Sy1-Sy2) signal and the change
in only Ω (Sx1-Sx2) is devoted to Ω y detection. Thus, the angular
rate dissociation circuit is designed as follow: Ω (Sx1-Sx2) and
Ω (Sy1-Sy2) data are compared in parallel with two op-amp
voltage comparators (Ω (Sx1-Sx2) is on the positive input of the
first comparator, and Ω (Sy1-Sy2) is on the positive input of the
second one). The two outputs of the comparators are then
passed through a logic NOR gate. The appropriate signal
output is realized by two analog demultiplexers whose outputs
are controlled by the NOR gate. At the moment of same data

Fig. 15. Bloc Diagram of Separation Circuit between x-, y-, and z-axis
Angular Rate Input.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 16. Output Simulation from (a) Ω x , (b) Ω y , and (c) Ω z Inputs using the
Proposed Circuitry.
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VI. CONCLUSION
This paper reports the operation principles of 6-DOF
detection using a new piezoelectric IMU design based on a
single proof mass oscillator. The major asset is to combine
acceleration and angular rate sensing into a single-core device.
The sensor performances and characteristics were investigated
from finite elements simulations. Thanks to its highly
symmetrical structure, the novel IMU design exhibited very
low cross-axis sensitivity values and in term of sensitivity, it
has shown great performances when compared with other
piezoelectric designs. Linear acceleration sensitivity was
found to be 364 mV/g for both x-and y-axis, and 65.5 mV/g
for the z-axis constituent. In term of angular rate detection, the
sensitivity was found to be 2.59 mV/rad/s for both x-and yaxis, and 522 mV/rad/s for the z-axis. A complete
conditioning circuit detection was efficiently designed for the
separation of linear and angular readouts using a minimal
number of electrodes (only four electrodes) and the concurrent
detection of 6-DOF is achieved.
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